Riboswitches are structural RNA elements that are generally located in the 5′ untranslated region of messenger RNA. During regulation of gene expression, ligand binding to the aptamer domain of a riboswitch triggers a signal to the downstream expression platform 1-3 . A complete understanding of the structural basis of this mechanism requires the ability to study structural changes over time 4 . Here we use femtosecond X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) pulses 5,6 to obtain structural measurements from crystals so small that diffusion of a ligand can be timed to initiate a reaction before diffraction. We demonstrate this approach by determining four structures of the adenine riboswitch aptamer domain during the course of a reaction, involving two unbound apo structures, one ligand-bound intermediate, and the final ligand-bound conformation. These structures support a reaction mechanism model with at least four states and illustrate the structural basis of signal transmission. The three-way junction and the P1 switch helix of the two apo conformers are notably different from those in the ligand-bound conformation. Our time-resolved crystallographic measurements with a 10-second delay captured the structure of an intermediate with changes in the binding pocket that accommodate the ligand. With at least a 10-minute delay, the RNA molecules were fully converted to the ligand-bound state, in which the substantial conformational changes resulted in conversion of the space group. Such notable changes in crystallo highlight the important opportunities that micro-and nanocrystals may offer in these and similar time-resolved diffraction studies. Together, these results demonstrate the potential of 'mix-and-inject' time-resolved serial crystallography to study biochemically important interactions between biomacromolecules and ligands, including those that involve large conformational changes.
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Riboswitches are structural RNA elements that are generally located in the 5′ untranslated region of messenger RNA. During regulation of gene expression, ligand binding to the aptamer domain of a riboswitch triggers a signal to the downstream expression platform 1-3 . A complete understanding of the structural basis of this mechanism requires the ability to study structural changes over time 4 . Here we use femtosecond X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) pulses 5,6 to obtain structural measurements from crystals so small that diffusion of a ligand can be timed to initiate a reaction before diffraction. We demonstrate this approach by determining four structures of the adenine riboswitch aptamer domain during the course of a reaction, involving two unbound apo structures, one ligand-bound intermediate, and the final ligand-bound conformation. These structures support a reaction mechanism model with at least four states and illustrate the structural basis of signal transmission. The three-way junction and the P1 switch helix of the two apo conformers are notably different from those in the ligand-bound conformation. Our time-resolved crystallographic measurements with a 10-second delay captured the structure of an intermediate with changes in the binding pocket that accommodate the ligand. With at least a 10-minute delay, the RNA molecules were fully converted to the ligand-bound state, in which the substantial conformational changes resulted in conversion of the space group. Such notable changes in crystallo highlight the important opportunities that micro-and nanocrystals may offer in these and similar time-resolved diffraction studies. Together, these results demonstrate the potential of 'mix-and-inject' time-resolved serial crystallography to study biochemically important interactions between biomacromolecules and ligands, including those that involve large conformational changes.
The add adenine riboswitch is a translational control riboswitch from Vibrio vulnificus 7 . Its aptamer domain is a 71-nucleotide RNA (rA71). The term riboswitch refers to the distinct conformational switching that takes place in a ligand-sensing aptamer domain after ligand binding, resulting in an altered pattern of gene expression 2, 8 . At the core of the mechanism is a switching sequence [9] [10] [11] , which forms the 3′ half of the first helix (P1) of the aptamer domain. We first determined the structures of apo-rA71 using serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) and micro/nanocrystals (Extended Data Fig. 1 ), revealing two molecules with distinct conformations (apo1 and apo2) in the asymmetric unit (Fig. 1) . The two structures probably represent snapshots of the conformational ensemble present in solution (Extended Data Fig. 2 ), of which only one (apo2) is ligand-binding competent. Both apo conformers exhibit an overall purine riboswitch architecture 7, 12 , in which helices P2 and P3 are fully formed and the L2-L3 kissing loop interaction is present. However, they differ notably from the ligand-bound form (Protein Data Bank (PDB) accession 4TZX; ref 13) in the three-way junction (Figs 1 and 2a, b) and in P1 (Fig. 1) , with the heavy-atom root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) values of more than 6 Å for the three-way junctions, and 6.5 Å and 10.3 Å for P1 of apo2 and apo1, respectively (Extended Data Table 2 ).
The binding pocket was suggested to be locally disordered in the absence of ligand 14 . Our structures show that the empty binding pocket is structured. Both apo conformers reveal new sets of hydrogen-bonding and stacking interactions involving key residues (Fig. 2a, b) . Consistent with solution studies (Supplementary Discussion) 14, 15 , U48, which is solvent-exposed in the ligand-bound form, flips in to form a wobble base pair either with U75 in apo1, or with the ligand-recognition residue U74 in apo2 (Fig. 2a, b) . In particular, the U48•U75 (apo1) and U48•U74 (apo2) interactions are reminiscent of a mutant adenine riboswitch 16 . In addition, the role of U48 is similar to that of A14 in the preQ1 riboswitch, both of which rotate into the binding pocket in the absence of ligand 17 . In the J2/3 latch region, G46, U47 and U49 form Watson-Crick base pairs with C53, A52 and A73, respectively, and C50 is stacked onto the U47-A52 base pair in both conformers. The J1/2 hinge region exhibits marked differences among all three structures, with r.m.s.d. values of approximately 7.8 Å (apo1 versus bound), 5.9 Å (apo2 versus bound), and 7.2 Å (apo1 versus apo2) (Extended Data Table 2 ). These differences arise from altered base interactions of U22 and A23 (Fig. 2a, b) . In apo2, both U22 and A23 flip out. In apo1, only U22 flips out, forming a hydrogen bond with the backbone of U25 in P2, whereas A23 forms a Hoogsteen base pair with U74, and is wedged between the bases of U48 and U49 (Fig. 2a, b) . Both apo structures lack base-triple A73•(A52-U22), as well as the three base-triples, U49•(U20-A76), C50•(U75-A21) and U51•(adenine-U74)•U47 that lock P1 and J2/3 together in the bound structure 7 (Fig. 2a) . In the absence of ligand-directed coaxial stacking between P1 and P3, the J1/2 hinge serves as a point of rotation for P1. The angular differences in the helical axis of P1 in the apo structures relative to the ligand-bound form are roughly 22° (apo2) and 15° (apo1) (Fig. 1) . The rotation and 'kinking' at the hinge region in apo1 results in an approximately 8 Å translation of P1 relative to the bound structure (Fig. 1b) , and a compression of the major groove formed by helices P1 and P3 in both apo conformers, which is around 10 Å wide compared to more than 16 Å for the ligand-bound conformer (Extended Data Fig. 3b ). These changes are the direct results of (1) the loss of the ligandfacilitated coaxial stacking between P1 and P3, in which junction J1/2 acts as a flexible hinge about which P1 pivots, and (2) the loss of key interactions that lock P1 and junction J2/3 together.
Our stopped-flow spectroscopy data suggest at least a four-state kinetics model that not only supports two apo conformations, but also predicts an intermediate-bound (IB) state ( in which B denotes the bound state, k on and k off denote the on-rate and off-rate constants, k f and k r denote the forward and reverse rates, and k op and k cl denote the rate constants for structural opening and closing, respectively. Visualizing reaction intermediates using trapping or time-resolved crystallography has been reported 4, [18] [19] [20] [21] . Here, we use ligand mix-andinject SFX 22,23 with RNA microcrystals to determine the structures of four reaction states of the adenine riboswitch in real time (Fig. 3a) . U48   U74   U49  A73 C50   U51   A52  A35   A64   U49   U48   A23   U22   U25   A21   C50   U51   A52   A23   U74   A52  U47   U49   U48  U75   A73   Apo1   A35   A64   U25   A21  A23  U48   U49  U22   U75   a   U20   A23   U49   U75   A21  U47   C50   U51   U48   A76   U74  U20   U49   U75   A21  U47   C50   U51   U48   A76   U74   A23   U20  A76  U49   U75   A21   U74  U47   C50   U51 Micro-and nanocrystals enable rapid diffusion of the substrate 23 and can accommodate large conformational changes of the molecules (leading to large changes in crystal volume) without breaking the crystal, while the serial measurement approach of measuring a crystal only once is applicable to the study of both reversible and irreversible reactions. The feasibility of mix-and-inject SFX hinges on at least three factors. First, the time of ligand diffusion throughout any given crystal must be negligible compared to that required for conformational changes associated with a reaction in crystals. The linkage time between dynamics and activities of most enzymes and RNA is on the millisecond timescale 24, 25 , whereas diffusion into crystals smaller than about a 10 μm 3 volume is on the sub-millisecond timescale 23 . Second, diffusion must be sufficiently uniform so as to minimize crystal strain without destroying crystals during the process of transition. This is achieved because of a much larger surface to volume ratio and a much smaller total volume of a micro/nanocrystal compared to a macroscopic crystal. Third, mixing and delivery of a sample to an XFEL beam must be accomplished sufficiently faster than the rate of conversion to capture conformational intermediates, which can be achieved with a suitable nozzle 22 . We first performed mix-and-inject SFX with a long mixing delay of more than 10 min (10-min-mix) to demonstrate the feasibility of converting the RNA in crystallo to the final ligand-bound reaction state via relatively large conformation changes (Fig. 1) . Both apo1 and apo2 conformers were fully converted to the ligand-bound state, resulting in a polymorphic phase transition to a different space group and unit cell parameters that matched a previously reported structure 13 ( Fig. 3b, c, Extended Data Fig. 5b , c, Methods, Extended Data Table 1 ). Such a transition may suggest that, in cases where Bragg diffraction is still observable after conversion, rA71 molecules have undergone 'sufficiently ordered' structural changes in crystallo that enabled the formation of a new lattice. This might be otherwise impossible in macro scopic crystals. It is noteworthy to point out that reactions involving proteins that have been studied thus far using time-resolved crystallography are those in which the structural changes are not large enough to cause a lattice transition 4, 21, 26 . To capture the structure of the IB state using mix-and-inject SFX, the lifetime of the IB state in crystals must be longer than the mixing and diffusion times. In the case of rA71, the concentration of the IB state is expected to peak within milliseconds to seconds according to the time course derived from solution kinetics (Fig. 2d) . However, the peak time for the IB structure depends on the actual ligand concentration in the crystals for this non-first-order reaction as well as the crystal lattice constraint. Given that the motions of both RNA and ligands are restricted in the microfluidic crystal environment, we postulated that the ligand-induced transition might not strictly follow the time course predicted by solution kinetics, and that the conversion rate to the bound (B) state might be on the second timescale, sufficiently slow to accumulate a large enough population of the IB state to be detectable by diffraction using the mixing device currently available (Fig. 3a , Extended Data Fig. 5a , Methods).
We performed mix-and-inject SFX with a 10-s mixing delay (10-smix) to determine the structure of the intermediate state. The crystal lattice was unchanged (Extended Data Fig. 5b, c) , suggesting that no major conformational changes take place within this time interval, characteristic of the IB state based on our kinetic data (Supplementary Discussion). However, the difference electron density revealed key local conformational changes around the binding pocket (Extended Data  Fig. 6 ). Structure analysis and refinement revealed the adenine in the ligand-binding pocket, accompanied by altered conformations for U48 and A21 in the apo2 state (Fig. 4a, b) . These changes were not observed in the binding-incompetent apo1 state (Extended Data Fig. 7c ).
In the IB structure, the ligand displaces U48 and is stacked between U48 and U49 (U49-adenine-U48) (Fig. 4b) , similar to the A21-U48-U49 stacking in the apo2 conformer before binding (Fig. 4a) . This is consistent with the low fluorescence of the IB state and little change in the fluorescence from the apo2 to IB states in our kinetic model (Supplementary Discussion). The movement of U48 in turn displaces A21 (Fig. 4b) . The adenine ligand in the binding pocket of the IB structure is partially stabilized by hydrogen bonds and base-stacking similar but not identical to those in the bound state (compare Fig. 4f and 4h), forming hydrogen bonds with O4 and N3 of U74 (Fig. 4f ). In the absence of ligand, the ligand-recognizing residue U74 is base-paired with A23 or U48 in the apo1 and apo2 states, respectively (Fig. 4e, g ). In the IB state, the stacking among U49, ligand, and U48 is reminiscent of the apo1 state, except that the role of the ligand in IB is fulfilled by A23 in apo1 (Fig. 4c ). In the apo1 structure, this base stacking together with a unique U48•(U75-A21) base-triple ( Fig. 2a ) stabilizes apo1 in a 'pseudo-intermediate' structural state, which may explain why the apo1 state is not the first to convert to the IB state within the crystal lattice. The rest of the IB structure, including P1, is similar to that of the apo2 conformer. This is consistent with our kinetics model that predicts the formation of the IB state before the major conformational change (Supplementary Discussion). Furthermore, like the apo1 and apo2 P2 1 ) and ligand-bound (P2 1 2 1 2), the structure of which was generated in crystallo from the apo structures after at least 10 min of mixing with the adenine ligand (Extended Data Fig. 5b, c) . c, Superimposition (left) of the ligand-bound structures of the 10-min-mix (green) and PDB code 4TZX (magenta), and 2 F o − F c electron density maps contoured at 1σ for the whole structure of the 10-min-mix (middle) and the binding pocket (right) showing the ligand (black). structures, the IB structure still lacks the three base-triple interactions that stabilize P1 in the bound state 7 , resulting in the partial disorder of P1 relative to the rest of the molecule, as indicated by the incomplete electron density for these residues, especially the 3′ strand containing the switching sequence (Fig. 4i) , and high average B-factors (Extended Data Table 3 ). These structural heterogeneities, arising from the instability of P1, are also evident from time-averaged molecular dynamics ensemble refinement 27 (Fig. 4) . Our results provide both a kinetics mechanistic model and the structural basis for how the signal of ligand binding is transmitted through P1. The low stability of the P1 helix in the context of a riboswitch is not unique to rA71 (refs 9, 28, 29). Thus, modulation from a marginally stable helix in the ligand-free state to a stable helix in the ligandbound state may be a common strategy to sensitize RNA structural switching to the presence or absence of cognate ligands. Our structures indicate that this is accomplished by ligand-induced rewiring of base interactions in the binding pocket. Equally important, the use of mixand-inject SFX to determine these structures highlights the potential impact of this method for structural studies of non-photoactivated biological reactions in real time. Because most of these reactions are on the microsecond-to-millisecond timescale, the ensemble-averaging nature of SFX measurements and the properties of micro-and nanocrystals may offer a new route for studying biological reactions and dynamics. In principle, many enzymatic reactions (more than 5,000) 30 can be studied this way. These include many other types of interactions involving proteins or nucleic acids with ligands or substrates, such as those in which a very few conformation species in a reaction are dominant and the signals are discernible. As long as micro/nanocrystals of those biomacromolecules can be obtained, further improvements of both XFELs and mixing devices will lead to real-time crystallographic studies of fundamental importance.
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No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. The experiments were not randomized and investigators were not blinded to allocation during experiments and outcome assessment. Apo-rA71 sample preparation and characterization. Apo-rA71 was generated by in vitro transcription using a solid-state-immobilized DNA template 31 and purified by 12% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis under denaturing conditions. The RNA was eluted from the gel in buffer containing 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.3, 2 mM EDTA, and refolded by heating at 80 °C for 2 min and then incubation at 4 °C overnight. The RNA sample was characterized using high-resolution mass spectrometry. Purified apo-rA71 was buffer-exchanged into RNase-free water, followed by buffer containing 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 0.5 mM EDTA (RNA buffer), and concentrated to 40 g l −1 . Apo-rA71 was crystallized using the batch method by mixing in 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tubes equal volumes (25 μl each) of RNA solution and crystallization buffer containing 40 mM sodium cacodylate, pH 6.5, 80 mM KCl, 100 mM MgCl 2 , 12 mM spermine tetrahydrochloride, and 65% (v/v) (+/−)-2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (crystallization buffer), followed by incubation at 19-22 °C. Rectangular plate-like microcrystals formed after 1 day at high crystal density and amongst moderate to heavy precipitate. Crystal length typically ranged from 1-10 μm, most of which were approximately 5 μm, with some as large as 20 μm. Microcrystals were characterized visually by bright-field stereomicroscopy with cross-polarization, as well as by UV-TPEF microscopy and second-order nonlinear imaging of chiral crystals (SONICC). Relative diffraction quality of microcrystals, the resolution of which extended to around 6-8 Å, was assessed by powder diffraction using a synchrotron source (Extended Data Fig. 1 ).
To minimize sample consumption, a viscous stream using an agarose medium was chosen over the conventional liquid-jet sample delivery for SFX 32 . In preparing the sample for SFX data collection, 0.5 ml of microcrystal suspension was centrifuged briefly to form a concentrated slurry of microcrystals and precipitate, and the pellet was drawn up into a Hamilton syringe. The agarose medium for viscous injection was prepared by dissolving at 95 °C ultra-low gelling agarose (Sigma) at 9% (w/v) in buffer containing 40 mM sodium cacodylate, pH 6.5, 80 mM KCl, 100 mM MgCl 2 , 12 mM spermine tetrahydrochloride, and 37.5% (v/v) (+/−)-2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol. The agarose medium was drawn up into a separate Hamilton syringe and allowed to cool to room temperature, forming a gel. The volumes of RNA crystals and agarose medium were adjusted to a ratio of 1:1.7. The syringes were attached to a syringe coupler 33 and the microcrystals were embedded in the agarose medium by mixing to homogeneity. All syringes, lines, and devices were purged with RNase-free water and dried before contact with sample. High-resolution mass spectrometry. Mass spectrometry data were acquired on an Agilent 6520 Accurate-Mass Q-TOF LC/MS System (Agilent Technologies, Inc.) equipped with a dual electro-spray source, operated in the negative-ion mode. Separation was performed on Clarity 2.6u Oligo-MS 100 A column (2.1 mm × 100 mm). Mobile phase buffer A consisted of 45 mM hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP), 3 mM triethylamine (TEA) and 10 μM EDTA in water at pH 7.3. Mobile phase buffer B consisted of 45 mM HFIP, 3 mM TEA and 10 μM EDTA in 90% methanol/water. The analytes were eluted at a flow rate of 0.2 ml min −1 with a 10 to 50% organic gradient exchange over 15 min. The instrument was used in full-scan TOF mode. MS source parameters were set with a capillary voltage of 4 kV, the fragmentor voltage of 200 V and skimmer 65 V. The gas temperature was 350 °C, drying gas flow 10 l min −1 and nebulizer pressure 25 psig. Data were acquired at high resolution (3,200 m/z), 4 GHz. TOF-MS mass spectra were recorded across the range 200-3,200 m/z. Data acquisition and analysis were performed using MassHunter Workstation Software (version B.07.00). To maintain mass accuracy during the run time, an internal mass calibration sample was infused continuously during the liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC/MS) runs. Characterization of micro-and nanocrystals by powder diffraction. The relative quality of rA71 microcrystals was assessed by room-temperature powder diffraction at the Advanced Photon Source 19ID beamline (Structural Biology Center, Argonne National Laboratory). An aliquot of microcrystal slurry was pelleted in a MicroRT (MiTeGen) capillary, and mounted on a goniometer base. The impact of capillary material was not characterized and may have contributed to background. The sample was exposed to X-rays with a beam size of 0.1 × 0.1 mm 2 , a flux of 3 × 10 14 photons s −1 mm −2 (before an attenuation factor of 8), sample rotation of 0.1°, and exposure time of 1 s. Diffraction rings could be seen to a resolution of approximately 8 Å, with individual spots extending to around 6 Å (Extended Data Fig. 1f) . Apo-rA71 SFX data collection and analysis. Data were collected using the Coherent X-ray Imaging (CXI) instrument at the Linac Coherent Light Source at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. A continuous stream of sample was extruded from a 50 μm capillary into the X-ray interaction region using a viscous injector 34 at a flow-rate of around 300 nl min −1 . The crystals were exposed to 9.2 keV XFEL pulses, each with a duration of 50 fs, at a repetition rate of 120 Hz. The X-rays were focused to 2-3 μm using beryllium lenses, and the transmission was varied from 22 to 100% to minimize saturation, based on live tracking of Bragg peak intensities. Diffraction snapshots from RNA microcrystals were recorded on a Cornell-SLAC Pixel Array Detector (CSPAD). A total of 823,198 frames were recorded, amounting to approximately 1.9 h of total acquisition time and 3.8 TB of raw data.
Cheetah 35 was used to extract diffraction patterns ('hits'), defined as those images containing a minimum of 15 peaks. Key peak-finding parameters included the 'peak-finder 8' algorithm, a minimum pixel intensity of 60 analogue-to-digital units (ADU) and a minimum signal-to-noise of 4.2, which yielded an average hit-rate of 22.4% (184,772 hits). The selected diffraction patterns were indexed by CrystFEL 0.6.0 (refs 36-38) using a combination of XDS, MOSFLM and DirAx. The detector geometry was refined to sub-pixel accuracy using CrystFEL's geoptimiser, and the peaks used for indexing were those output from Cheetah. Preliminary indexing results strongly suggested a primitive monoclinic lattice, whose unit cell parameters were then enforced, with a tolerance of 8% for cell axes and 2% for cell angles, to a subsequent round of indexing. The final indexing yield was 13.2% (24,411 indexed patterns). The intensities were integrated in CrystFEL using peak centering, optimized integration radii, and a fixed reciprocalspace profile radius of 0.02 nm
, and were merged using the average-based Monte Carlo method. For this particular dataset, we found that scaling or post refinement helped only marginally overall, but worsened the data in the higher resolution shells, as judged by figures of merit, R split and CC* (ref. 39) . The data were truncated 40 to 2.29 Å resolution based on the CC* (0.689) of the highest resolution shell (Extended Data Table 1) . Apo-rA71 sample preparation for mix-and-inject SFX using XFEL. Apo-rA71 RNA for ligand-mixing SFX was generated by in vitro transcription from PCR template, and purified by phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. The RNA pellets were resuspended in DEPC-treated H 2 O and buffer exchanged into 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, and concentrated to 20-40 g l −1 using an Amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal Filter device (Merck Milipore). The RNA was crystallized by mixing equal volumes of 5 g l −1 RNA and crystallization buffer and 3% (v/v) of a concentrated crystal seed stock, followed by constant mixing/rotation for 2 h at 19-22 °C. The plate-like microcrystals (1-10 μm in length; around 5 μm on average) were harvested by centrifugation at 1,000g and the supernatant was removed. The crystals were then washed three times with stabilization buffer (containing equal volumes of RNA buffer and crystallization buffer) to remove any RNA in solution, and the final crystal pellet was resuspended in a minimal volume of stabilization buffer. Mix-and-inject SFX data collection and analysis. The diffusion-triggered experiments were first proposed in 2000 by the LCLS Scientific Advisory Committee, in 'First Scientific Experiments for LCLS' (http://www.slac.stanford.edu/pubs/ slacreports/reports03/slac-r-611.pdf ). The scheme of the mixing device is illustrated in Fig. 3a . The setup included two HPLCs with switchboxes. HPLC1 controlled the delivery of sample (filtered through a 20-μm inline filter) or buffer, and HPLC2 controlled the delivery of adenine ligand or buffer. The HPLC lines fed into a T-junction (mixer), which was connected to a gas-directed virtual nozzle (1.5 m in length with 75 μm inner diameter capillary), to provide mixing delay times of several seconds, depending on flow rates. For the 10-s-mix data, the data were collected at a combined flow rate of 30 μl min : 15 μl min −1 each of sample and ligand (10 mM adenine in stabilization buffer).
To determine the structure of the bound-state rA71 after ligand diffusion and in-crystal conversion, the sample was premixed with an equal volume of the10 mM adenine buffer, and loaded into the sample reservoir. Data acquisition commenced at approximately 10 min after mixing, and continued for around 30 min with a flow rate of 29 μl min −1 mixed sample and 1 μl min −1 ligand solution. The crystals were exposed to approximately 9.5 keV XFEL pulses, each with a duration of roughly 45 fs and a pulse energy of about 10 11 photons, at a repetition rate of 120 Hz. The X-rays were focused to a spot diameter of about 1 μm using KB mirrors, and the beam was attenuated to minimize saturation, based on live tracking of Bragg peak intensities. For the 10-s-mix data, Cheetah hit-finding parameters included a minimum number of 20 peaks, a minimum pixel intensity of 300 ADU and a minimum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 6. Hit-finding parameters for 10-min-mix data were similar, and included 15 peaks, 300 ADU, and minimum S/N of 7. CrystFEL (version 0.6.2+90ff333) was used for indexing, integration and scaling, with very similar parameters to those used for the apo-rA71 data. Whereas the 10-s-mix crystals were isomorphous with the apo-rA71 crystals, the 10 min mixing of ligand into the crystals converted the molecules to the bound state, which was clearly indicated by a change in the space group and unit cell dimensions to that of a previously reported ligand-bound structure. The hit-rate and indexing rates for the 10-s-mix data were 17.0% and 15.8%, respectively, with 14,038 indexed Letter reSeArCH patterns. The hit-rate and indexing rates for the 10-min-mix data were 4.1% and 3.8%, respectively. The ligand-bound crystals suffered markedly from structure conversion, as indicated by diffraction quality and a very low indexing rate. This, and limited available beam time of 6 h for the entire set of measurements, resulted in a final dataset of only 378 indexed patterns (see Extended Data Table 1 ).
Structure solution and refinement. After numerous attempts using various search models derived from the ligand-bound form of the adenine riboswitch aptamer domain (PDB code 4TZX), the structure of apo-rA71 was solved by PHASER 41 molecular replacement using a truncated version of 4TZX in which residues 13-18, 43-53 and 78-83 were removed. The 10-s-mix structure was solved by refining the apo-rA71 model against the 10-s-mix data, while conserving the test set of reflections from the apo-rA71 data. F o − F c and F o − F o difference electron density maps calculated using the apo-rA71 model revealed variation between the two datasets in the form of isolated peaks, most likely corresponding to backbone phosphates, predominantly in the apo2 molecule (Extended Data Figs 6a, 7a ). This indicated a mixture of at least two conformers. The occupancies of U48 and A21 of apo2 were set to 0.5 and refined in the same manner. The F o − F c map (Extended Data Fig. 6b ) clearly indicated the alternative (IB state) conformation of U48 with a blob of density in the original U48 position corresponding to the adenine ligand. The alternative conformation of A21 was much less pronounced and is partially disordered along with the adjacent hinge residues (U22 and A23). Keeping the occupancy of A21 at 0.5, the structure was refined with U48 omitted. The F o − F c map (Extended Data Fig. 6c ) again strongly supported the alternative configuration of U48, A21, and density for the adenine ligand. The positions of the ligand, U48, and A21 are reminiscent of the apo1 molecule, in which A23 is in place of the ligand, forming similar stacking and H-bond interactions. The final model for the 10-s-mix data contained adenine ligand and two alternative conformations for both U48 and A21, all with occupancies of 0.5 (Extended Data Fig. 6d) .
The 10-min-mix converted bound structure was solved by PHASER 42 MR using PDB code 4TZX as a search model, and was refined using Refmac5 (ref. 43 ). Despite such a small SFX dataset (378 indexed patterns), the structure was solved to 3.0 Å resolution with surprisingly good electron density for the entire structure, including the adenine ligand, and the flipped-out U48, a signature of the bound state (Fig. 3c) . The structure refinement, however, reflects higher-than-normal R-factors owing to such low multiplicity in the SFX data. All crystal data and refinement statistics are summarized in Extended Data Table 1 . Final models were obtained using a combination of ERRASER 44 for automated model building, manual placement of residues in COOT 45 , and iterative cycles of restrained refinement in PHENIX 42 and Refmac5 (ref. 43 ) with TLS (apo and IB only). All figures displaying structural coordinates were generated using PyMOL 46 . Ensemble refinement calculations. Time-averaged molecular dynamics ensemble refinement was performed using PHENIX 27,42 (version dev-2447) with default parameters, including 0.8 for the fraction of atoms included in TLS fitting, and a temperature of 300 K with 10 steps in the molecular dynamics simulation. The results for each were an ensemble of 20 models. Ensemble refinement was not used for the final model calculations, but rather as a qualitative assessment to demonstrate the varying structural flexibility of the P1 helix in each of the rA71 structures. Simulation of the time-course of IB state accumulation in crystallo. Assuming only the apo2 state is converted to the IB state in the crystal, the binding reaction in crystals can be approximately described by a three-state model. Changing from the IB state to the final binding state B•ade in the crystal is expected to be slow, with k f assumed to be 0.01 s −1 and k r = 0 s −1 (no dissociation); k on and k off to be 0.1 μM −1 s −1 and 37 s −1 respectively (Supplementary Discussion).
Owing to the slow k f value, a notable population of IB•ade may accumulate within a certain time window. Given the two time points in which 50% and 100% of RNA are converted at t = 10 s and 10 min, respectively, and the initial bulk adenine concentration of approximately 5 mM and initial in-crystal apo2 concentration of 15 mM, the time course of the IB•ade buildup is simulated to rationalize the SFX results (Extended Data Fig. 5a ). SAXS data collection and analysis. The procedure for SAXS data collection, processing and analysis are similar to that previously described 47 using an in-house program package NCI-SAXS or a program package by Svergun and co-workers (http://www.embl-hamburg.de/biosaxs/). These procedures and protocols for data collection and processing are in full conformity with the recently published recommended standards 48 . X-ray scattering measurements were carried out at room temperature at the beamlines 12-ID-B of the Advanced Photon Source, the Argonne National Laboratory. The setups were adjusted to achieve scattering q values of 0.006 < q < 0.72 Å− 1 , in which q = (4π/λ)sinθ, and 2θ is the scattering angle. Twenty two-dimensional (2D) images were recorded for each buffer or sample solution using a flow cell, with the exposure time of 0.5-1.0 s to minimize radiation damage and obtain good signal-to-noise ratio. No radiation damage was observed as confirmed by the absence of systematic signal changes in sequentially collected X-ray scattering images and also confirmed later by gel electrophoresis. The 2D images were reduced to one-dimensional scattering profiles using the MATLAB software package at the beamlines. Scattering profiles of the RNAs were calculated by subtracting the background buffer contribution from the samplebuffer profile. The experimental radius of gyration (R g ) was calculated from the data at low q values in the range of qR g < 1.3, using the Guinier approximation of lnI(q) ≈ ln(I(0)) − R g 2 q 2 /3. The solution X-ray scattering curves (Extended Data Fig. 2) were back-calculated using program SolX 49, 50 , and atomic volume parameters for nucleic acids [51] [52] [53] . The same volume parameters were also used in the ensemble calculations 54, 55 . The difference between the back-calculated curve and the experimental data after q = 0.2 Å −1 may arise from the flexibility of the molecule in solution, and imperfect simulations on the solvation layer and ion cloud around the molecule. SAXS ensemble calculations. The Kratky plots of the experimental SAXS data of the aptamer domain of the adenine riboswitch RNA in both the bound and apo states show asymmetric Bell-shape curves (Extended Data Fig. 2a) , characteristic of a folded structure with partial flexibility. As discussed in the main text, the holistic view of the apo-rA71 is that flexibility is most likely associated with the hinge and latch regions, and the P1 helix, whereas the kissing loops together with the top parts of the P2 and P3 are relatively rigid. The detailed procedure for the ensemble calculations was carried out using Xplor-NIH as described previously 55 , with exception that the ensemble weight optimization facility 56 was used in this work. During the calculations, the P2 and P3 helices were treated as rigid bodies, allowing them to rotate and translate freely during simulated annealing. For the P1 helix, the upper part of the helix, A17-U79, G18-C78, A19-U77, U20-A76 and A21-U75, was set as rigid, whereas the residues G13, G14, G15, and A16 on the 5′ end of P1 were set semi-free, and residues C83, C82, C81 and U80 at the 3′ end of P1 were allowed to rotate and translate freely, restrained only by covalent linkage. Such restraints were to reflect the 'uncertainty' and account for the difference in occupancy and B-factors of the residues in P1. The force constant for SAXS was set at 100 kcal mol
, which was ramped so that the calculation could sample conformation space freely without being trapped in a local minimum. The annealing temperature was set at 1,000 K, which was high enough to enable segments of duplexes to freely translate and rotate, but not so high as to disrupt base pairs in duplex regions. Stopped-flow fluorescence. Riboswitch RNA containing 2-aminopurine (2AP) at position 48 in the ligand-binding pocket (Dharmacon) was gel-purified and deprotected following the manufacturer's protocol. The final material had the expected molecular mass (23,000 D a ) by mass spectrometry. The kinetics of structural changes due to adenine binding in SF buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl 2 ) at 25 °C was measured using an Applied Photophysics SX 18 MV stopped-flow spectrometer. The samples were excited at 318 nm and 2AP fluorescence emission measured using a 335-nm longpass filter. Unless otherwise stated, 0.5 μM 2AP-RNA and 0.5-1,600 μM adenine were mixed with a dead time of 1.8 ms. Six to eight trajectories per sample were averaged and the background intensity was subtracted from each progress curve. The adenine binding kinetics in 5-800 μM adenine was globally fit to the four-state model in equation (1) using MATLAB (MathWorks). See Supplementary Discussion for further details. Data availability statement. The atomic coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) under accession codes 5E54 (apo-rA71), 5SWD (IB) and 5SWE (B). All other data are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Multistage ligand binding kinetics to the rA71 riboswitch. Ligand binding to the rA71 riboswitch was monitored by replacing U48 with the fluorescent base analogue 2-aminopurine (2AP; termed rA71-U482AP). The 2AP fluorescence emission intensity increases upon ligand-induced reorganization of the binding pocket. The 2AP substitution does not change the secondary structure of the apo rA71 riboswitch, as judged by partial RNase digestion. a, Equilibrium titration of rA71-U482AP with adenine yields K d = 5 μM (black symbols). A similar K d value was obtained from the endpoints of the kinetics progress curves (red symbols) and from in-line probing experiments. This value is about tenfold higher than adenine binding to the unmodified riboswitch, possibly because 2AP forms more stable base-stacking interactions in the apo structure. Error bars show the standard deviation from the average of two or more independent trials. b, The ligandbinding kinetics is consistent with a four-state mechanism. Binding of 0.5-1,600 μM adenine to 0.5 μM rA71-U482AP was measured by stoppedflow fluorescence (1.8 ms deadtime), as described in the Methods. The apparent rate constants for adenine association, λ fast and λ slow , were obtained from fits of individual trajectories to a biphasic rate equation, ∆F = A fast (1 − exp(−λ fast t)) + A slow (1 − exp(−λ slow t)), where A denotes for adenine concentrations. Error bars as in a. The nonlinear increase in λ fast (filled symbols) with adenine concentration over the full range of ligand concentrations indicates the presence of one or intermediates in the binding mechanism. The ligand-independent phase, λ slow (open symbols), results in biphasic trajectories above 50 μM adenine and is explained by slow exchange between binding competent and binding incompetent forms of the riboswitch. c, The apparent bimolecular rate constant for adenine association is slower than diffusion and was obtained from and k off = 2.1 s −1 . The error bars are as in a with n = 3 over three independent trials. d, e, The same set of reduced experimental data in Fig. 2c was globally fit to simpler three-state kinetic mechanisms as described in the Supplementary Discussion. These models were not able to describe the solution binding kinetics over the full-range of ligand concentrations tested. Therefore, the four-state model in equation (1) is the simplest mechanism capable of describing the data. We do not exclude the possibility that the riboswitch samples additional apo states and intermediate complexes that may contribute to the robustness of the switch mechanism. d, Three-state mechanism with only one apo state. The parameters obtained from the fitting are: k on = 0. , calculated from the working dataset. ¶Rfree is calculated from approximately 5% of data randomly chosen and not included in refinement.
